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Friday, May 3,1968

•
Hershey 'Sounds like Bootlegger' 1n
Press Speech

By RICHARD ANTHONY
WASHlNGTON- When Gen.
Lewis B. Hershey spoke Monday
about the demise of the sweeping
drMt reforms proposed by a Presidential Commission last spring,
he sounded like, an old bootlegger
delivering an eulogy for a young
and dedicated federal agent who'd
come to an "unfortunate end."
The occasion for Hershey's remarks was a press conference, at
the Selective Service headquarters, called after the contents of
a special Government report on
the draft were leaked to one of
the Washington papers.
THE REPORT, prepared by a
task force that included Robert
McNamara, former defense secretary, Charles Schultze, former
director of the Budget Bureau,
and Hershey, recommended only
minor changes in the ;present
draft system.

Hershey was clearly pleased
with the findings of the report,
which he contrasted with the
findings of the study made by the
Presidential Commission last year.
The Com~ssion, headed by
BUI·ke Marshall, a former assistant U.S. attorney general, proposed major changes in the draft
system, including the abolition of
local draft boards and their replacement by 300 to 500 area offices that would be under control
of the Selel:tive Service headquarters. The Commission also suggested that the draft processes be
computerized as a means of reducing inequities in the system.
COMMENTING on this proposal, H:ershey said, I think they were
pretty far out on the question of
using machines, and then they
changed the system in order to be
able to use the machines." The
General said that as long as Iooal
boards remain the basis of the

draft system, the use of com- questions, however.
puters is not feasible,
THllEE days before news of
Throughout his remarks, Her- the 1·cport leaked out, Sen. Philip
shey emphasized that the task A. Hart (D-Mich.) introduced a
force did not study such questions bill that would have lessened the
as whether or not the oldest elig- impact of the draft on college
ible males should be taken first, or graduates,
whether or not graduate students
lt called for drafting primarily
ought to be deferred. He said the 19-year-olds, cancelling the ban
task force studied only the "ques- on a draft lottery contained in the
tion of structure."
1967 Selective Service Act, and
The report may have the effect ensuring that all draft registrants
of further reducing- the chances would have just one year of eligfor Congressional action 01\ these ibility.
.
After the report was made publice, though, a spokesm~n for
H:art said, "We were hopmg the
Administration might get behind

WANT ADS
PERSONAU!

"A MOVIE THAT YOU SHOULD
CRIST
NOT MISS I• n -on-JUDITH
NBC-TV "TODAY" show

SPEND SUM'MER. FREE at a pilar tanchero. Unimproved but picturesQue adobe
bouse, attistie setting, with trout lake.
No pay and no work-turn water on and
off. Write Box 5011, Santa Fe, New McxREWARD FOR INFORMATION conceming 1964. Triumph light blue motorcycle stolen from 1806 Mesa Vista Ave.
NE betwe<m 10 1: 10:45 p.m., April 23,
1968. 842-1353• .John Hnlland.
5/2
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FOR SALE

50¢

NOW IN ITS 8th GREAT WEEK

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

1968 YAMAHA 305 •c. $599.00. Brand
new. 1300 miles. Call 255-6708 ••• Mk
for Sam.
1951 CHRYSLER ~nt condition. $100.
or make offer. 242<8873 .Uiu 6 p.m.
ADOBE WITH POOL. Near UNM. CompJdely reconditioned. Move in and enjoy a full aumm.,.. of swimming and next
'Winlu YflQ11 enjoy the wannth <1l the
fireplao:e and the cl!arm of the large
:room.. Priee onl;y $13,900. Call Ed Norr!.J
265-8571 and <!Venini!B 255-6852. CairdNorr;, Realty.

...rst..,.s .a

''"..f'f'OIXJCeO BY JOSePH Janm •Ofl'eCT80 B!J .JOHn SCHL8StnGer
'liCNlenllUJY B1J Freoei'IC raPH68l·a:;soc•atePn:X><.W\'ICTOI'IllnOOtt
110/..o<t _,"·a JlSill'ti.J.mtl'f'OOUCIICJO • an em93SSII PICIUr!!S retess11

S.U.B. Theatre
Sat.

7 & 10

19611 YAJlAH.A Yll-1 305ce B!aek. Execllent 1::0U machine onl;y 6,600 miks. $55(1.
Call Stev.,_ 255-9162. 5/8

-Ben-do you lind me

FoR RENT
NEW VARSITY HOUSE at 141 Columbia
SE- Dclaxe fnJ:n. units-twin or doable
bed<. Ull>-120 including utiliti<S. 2423080.

wtdesirabler

"'b,no
Mrn.Robinoon.
I think
you're the

THE REVOLT
THAT STIRRED
THE WORLD!

CERTAINLY THE
MOST EXCITING
AND MEANINGFUL
~FILM IN YEARS!"

BEDROOK APARTMENT near
UNk. Futniohed. $15 per month. Call
Sam Cooper 265-8574 and evmiDICS 8.f2B280 Caird-Nol'ris Realty. 5/9

ONE

SERVICES

.... LifE MAGI\liNE

"REMARKABLE l
BEAUTIFUL! THE
BEST OF ITS KIND!"
fifVI YhUtH:R MA(• .ttb~(

1111¥itattractive
ofall
lilY JlaMit.s'

"A MOST
EXTRAORDINARY

frieMs.-

TECHNICOf.OR

11

~iNE BANI:ROFT.... DUSTIN HOfHWI·IAJJIIIM IISS
SHOW 1:S0-3:S0-5:S0-7:5S-l0:00

5 &8

TWO

11

MIKE NICHoLS-LAWRENCE TURMAN._,.,.,..

MATINEES OPEN 1 ;00

SO¢ fiun.

'67 YAliAliA, 180ee, Cand7 Apple Red,
3800 :rn.n...,. $395 or best olfer. Call 277•
4019, uk fOJ' AL 5/8

MIKE NICHOLS

THE GRADUATE

FILM!"

IMPORTANT!
POWERFUL!"

-N!W YORK liMES

TYPING Will edlt JmUX>mor, .oJ>elling and
punctuation. Baelqmn;nd includ., advex-tiaing, Art. finanoe, kl!:ld, and ..,;"""""·
Cali24UJ6!1(. 5/8

I.OST AND FOUND
I.OST< ONE LIGHT PLAJI) jaeket. :edu-

PHONE; 265.4759

<ation 105 betwren 6:40 and 7:15 p,m.
Wednesday night. Please return to Loot
and Fotmd at Union or eall 24U9~9. 5/9

INNER COMMUNICATION
with the

PHOTOG.RA PH lNG THE FIGURE:
A TECHNICAL FILM' ·.

SHOWN AT 7:00 - 9:20

An editing orgy parodying pornography.

'WHOLLY COMMUNION•
The strongest poets of our time in a
orgy of unpredictable communication.
words, free from their imprisonm
:"Vn·•'"' the page, grunted, shouted, poured

Ferlingetti, Gregory Corso, and

Saturday
Midnight.

finally Allen Ginsburg,
a beatificaUy stoned bearded
whirlwind spinning it all out into
nothingness.
Plus these goodies (color)

EXICO

1)1'\39-W
v, 7 h1o. \05
COf\..[3

Our Seventy--First Year of Editorial Freedom
Vol. 71

Jim Dines Elected AS UN M .~f'f~sident

Lobo Wins Prizes
In Press Contest
At Regional Meet

Curry is Elected_

U.Vice-President;
Senators Chosen

The Lobo received eight awards
in journalism competition at this
By GRANT HARv"EY
year's annual convention of the
Rocky Mountain Collegiate Press
Jim Dines walked away with
Al!sociation, held at the Univerthe ASUNM presidency Friday
sity of Utah in Salt Lake City.
collecting 1,406 votes out of the
approximately 2, 700 cast in the
The Lobo was awarded third
intensive election in which 12
place honors in the general exsenators
were also elected and
cellence category, which was
two
of
three
amendments were
judged by the Denver Post. Two
Passed,
Lobo staffers, former editor
Ron Curry, who was officially
Chuck Noland and former photogunopposed in his candidacy for
rapher Bob Pawley, took two
ASUNM vice-president was also
awards each.
elected with other votes for tha"6"'Noland was recognized for edioffice going to four write-in cantorial writing, in which he took
didates who :received one vote
third place, and news story writeach.
ing in which he took second. PawColeman Travelstead finished
ley received second and third
well back in second place in the
place recognition for feature and
presidential race with 1055 votes.
sports photography, respectively.
Other presidential candidates
Other Lobo staff members rewere Steve Hogan with 178 and
ceiving awards were Frank JaGene Melady with 39 votes.
come, third place for cartoons;
Write-in votes named Bill Cole.... ___,_____________________
.
_
Greg MacAleese, third place for
man (five) Robert F. Kennedy
(one) and four others.
2...:.:..:.;. ....~· ,.,,.-,._ .
column writing; and Wayne CidPRESIDENT ELECT Jim Dines laughE; it up
MOST OF A crowd of over 250
do, honorable mention for sports
form." Dines campagin platform was severely cheered wildly while two Dines
writing. Over 20 college news- with a student voter and two of his campaign
cl'iticized by several student government oflicials supporters lifted the new presi~
papers and yearJ:,ooks were enter- workers while voting takes place in the Union.
Dines
was
eleded
Associated
Students
President
Prior to the election after they charged that dent to their shoulders as soon as
ed in this year's competition.
by a substantial margin over Coleman TravelDines' ideas for reform were already being pur- results were announced outside
Representing The Lobo at the stead. Dines resigned his student Senate seat early
sued
in student government channels. Dines was
j;he.,student government offices in
Salt Lake City gathering wel'e in the spring semester because he felt that stuthe
Union.
formedy
the
president
of
the
Residence
Hall
newly appointed editor Rob Bur- dent government was in need of a "grass l'oots re·
Council. (Photo by Gordon.)
Dines
had appeared confident
ton, outgoing editor Chuck Noof a victory as he waited earlier ,...
land, 11168 Summer Editor Roy
for the results. "Hell, I don't
Cornelius, and Richard Pfaff, stuNine
Endorsed
Dines
know, there sure was a Iot o£
dent publications business manstrong support for my program
ager.
today," he said when asked what
be thought his chances were.
In addition to giving recogniSteve Hogan, another candition for general excellence and
date summed up the enthusiatie
individual achievement to memcrowd by saying, "There's nobody
ber newspapers, the convention
here
but candidates and Dine~
also considered such issues as
.nm Dines made this statement
supporters.''
Paul Sauser edged out Steve
freedom of the press on campus concerning hls election to the ASand final spot by over a hundred
van Dresser by six votes and Lee votes.
HAROLD LAVENDER, JR
and a name change which would UNM presidency;
Pittard
by
seven
to
become
the
campaign
for Coleman
allow college radio and TV staJoe Alarid, one of the new sen- Travelsteadmanager
This
past
election
bas
been
a
most
popular
senatorial
candidate
was
asked
prior to
tions to become members of the hard fought and contested race,
ators, said he thought Dines' term the release of voting results
in
the
ASUNM
voting
Friday.
why
press association.
and I wish to applaud the other
Twelve senators were picked would be very productive because Travelstead was not present for
Editor Rob Blll'ton described presidential candidates for their from 33 candidates with Sauser of the cooperation and backing the release of the identity of the
the conference as "enlightening!' fine campaigns. Even though the leading the voting with 1052. Van the senators would give the new new president.
He said, " it was a real eye-open- election placed many people in Dresser received 1046 and Pittard president.
"I wouldn't be here if I was a
"It couldn't have worked out candidate," L ave n d e r said,
er in terms of where our strength different camps, I hold no hard 1045. The next moat popular canlies."
feelings and I am willing to help didate was Marty Klein, over 100 better," !!aid Alarid, "Nine of "You've got to admit Dines' camthe twelve senators elected to- ;paign was down pretty Pat. I
"Specifically," he eXplained, and work with anyone who will behind with 909 votes.
night
had endorsed Dines any- think it was a foregone conclusion ~
"It showed me two things: that accept it.
T.he voting on the other canway,
so
I'm sure they will have
·
The Lobo is far better off than
I eXpress my sincere gratitude didates decreased at a fairly even the best possible chance to carry who won," he said.
other college newspapers with re- to the hundreds of people who rate from Klein down to the last
Minutes later, the foregone
gard to faculty and administra- were willing to give their time senator chosen, Donna Fossum. out their election promises, with conclusion came true and .Tim
tion ~ntrol, and that the student and energy in helping get me The highest ranked candidate of. Jim's help and vice-versa."
Dines had bceoll'le the new preSi·
Only
two
of
the
twelve
senators
dent
of ASUNM.
publications bus1ness office is one elected.
the 21 unsuccessful, Stefani
are incumbents, Linda Wilson and
Travelstead said later that he
of the best in the assooiation!'
Eyres,
fell
short
of
the
twelfth
With a fine vice-president like
Rene Sille:roy.
had been busy at the time of the
Before adjourning Saturday, Ron Gurry and good senators as
announcell'lents and had not planthe association approved New have been recently elected we can
ned to be there anyway. He said
Mexico State University at Las have a progressive senate for next
that
he sent a congratulatory
Cruces as the site of its 1969 year. But this progress will only
statement
to the new president
Convention.
coll'le with the help of the student
after learning of his victory,
body and I hope that all senators
"I HAVE NO bitterness towards
will
make an all~ut effort to talk ASUNM PRESIDENT
any of the other candidates,"
At Piggly Wiggly
with the students and v.ice-vcrsa.
Dines told the crowd of students
James Dines ......... " ... ~ . ~ ...•........ ~ . . . . . . . 1406 in
I also hope all interested stuthe Union "I think we ean all
dents will attempt to become inColeman Travelstead ..........•................. 1055 work together for a progressive
volved with student government
student government."
and that aU students will realize ASUNM VICE-PRESIDENT
"This crowd here tonight is a
this office is not mine but our
good indication that interest in
Ron Cu1·ry .......... ~ ........ ~ . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1769 student government is strong
office and I will do everything to
By ALLEN BUCHANAN
see that it remains as such.
again. I would like to officially r
ASUNM SENATE
A number of UNM students and
open the door to student governVista and Welfare workers dehere and now," Dines said.
Paul Sauser ......................•.... , . . . • . . . 1052 ment
monstrated against "unfair food Peace Corps
The new president later said
pricing" at the South Broadway
Steve van Dresser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1046 that he felt campaigning by for.A Special on--campus Peace
Piggl;y Wiggly supermarket on
Lee
Pittard .........•........ ., . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1045 mer ASUNM ·President .Tolin
Cotp.s Placement Test design.ed
Saturday and Sunday.
and vice-president Bill
Marty Klein . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . • . . . 909 Thorson
Coll'lplaints against the store for students applying :for Peace
ICarr for Tmvelstead did not
Tony Olmi ............ ~ . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 879 hurt his own campaign at all.
range from unfair pricing to the Corps Projects which begin after
sale of "slightly spoiled" :food graduation will be given un Wed.
"IT JUST PROVES that the
Linda Wilson ................ , ~ •.. ~ . . . . . . . . • . . . 873
items taken from other Piggly
elldorsement and e{lmpaigning by
Terry Calvani . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . 844 student government officials and
Wiggly stores in the city. A May 8 in the Placement Center
Leonard De Layo . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . 833 The Lobo can not push anyone or
charge was made that prices in at 12:00 noon and 6:00 p.m. An
N ortbcast Heights stores of the application (available at the
Rene Silleroy ........................ , . . . . • . . . . . . . 816 an~ policy down the throats of
same chain are lower, as much Placement Center) must be comthe students. They will choose the
Teri Johnson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . • . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . 788 ll'lan
as ten cents per item. A leatlet pleted before taking the half hour
they feel is best," Dines said.
Joe
Alarid
.......
,
~
.....................
~
.
..
.
.
.
..
•
.
.
.
767
Steve
Hogan, who finished far
(Continued on Page 3)
test.
Donna Fossum ....... ~ ....•...•• , . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 766 out of the race, said he felt differ( Continued on Page 2)
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Win Stotement
Issued by Dines

12 Senators Picked To Fill Positions;
Paul Sauser Gains Majority ol Votes

U. l:fection Results

FAR OUT

1

....\

......, Jor .....ls ...Witlo IHhtlta ••• foor 1141ot1fa!

19li5 FORD 2 d<10r Automatic TransmU..ion,
Good Running Condition, $1S5. 344-8522,
6/8

BEST DIRECTOR
JOSEPH E. LEVINE

-New York
·. · ·~"\
• Herald Tribune /. ~. · \~ \

wemmy.
DlrKB0&9roe {
Juue CHr/sne •
1
··~·.!:!!~11"

EDUCATION IS CHANGING, World's
largest deucation firm bas developed a
P:tog:ram .learning system and is ·now hiring college students for full tirue sumrucr
emploYment to prest>Qt th;, Sl'l!tem to
vuioua individuals in New Mexico and
West T<!Xas. Interested Students please
call between 11 and l at 268-0620. 5/8

Fri. 7 & 10

\
J' -'·(

0
~:€L~
:,N~urN
J!(·.~IJ
FILM I''

HELP WANTED

S.U.B. Theatre

.. ~)

."EVERYTHING YOU

RETAILERS ARE WAITING to give you
orders for EAST TOTEM WEST Postel's.
Commission equals $100.00 a week for 2!1
hours. Write EAST TOTEM WEST, P.O.
Box 765, Mill Valley, Calitornia 949415/8

Starrin Heinz (Captain from Kopenk~) Ruhmann

this bill but since they've issued
' draft report, t here 1sn
• 't
their own
much chance of 1't"
•
The task force that prepared
the llecr:et report on the draft was
set up by President Johnson last
April. According to Hershey the
report was completed in January
of this year. It has not yet been
officially released.
Among the changes it calls f?r
are setting up a new field office, m
Denver, having more meetings for
state directors and local board
members, and making a greater
effort u; inform the public of the
Selective Service System's activities.

v-ona.do
7 'if, 7fN

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

'HOW TO BUILD AH IGLOO'
'ClRCLE OF THE SUN' 'NAHANNI'
~

I ,· .
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Students Oppose
High Food Pricing

NEW MEXICO LOBO

.............·:, .. ~----·:··~·-·····"·--~----········ -··

FRIDAY'S ELECTION saw approximately 2700 voters enter polling
places in scenes like this across the campus. In spite of unfavorable
weather, this spring's turnout was heavier than expected, Perhaps one
reason for the turnout was imaginative campaigning, such as the
-<brightly colored ftowers spread around the campus by winning candidate Donna Fossum. (Photo by Gordon.)

2 Amendments

Listen to KUNM

Passed Friday

FUN

By GRANT HARVEY
Two of the three amendments
to the ASUNM constitution that
were presented to students for
approval in the Friday elections
passed while the third missed the
two thirds majority necessary for
passage by nine votes.
Beginning semester two next
year, the senate will be cut to
twenty members who will be elected for one year in a single election. Present policy includes selJarate elections in spring and fall
in which 12 or 13 of the senators
are chosen. This WJUI amendment
one.
Amendment two, which also
passed, will allow the establishment of a community involvement agency at UNM.
Amendment three would have
made the position of NSA coordinator appointive rather than
elective as it is now. Because the
amendment was defeated, a prob•lem bas arisen because there
were no candidates for the position except two write-ins who
received one vote apiece,
Student Election Committee
Chairman, Suzanne Ralls, said
that no decision on who the forthcoming NSA o!Pcer will be made
until a meeting is held within
the next two weeks.

Coleman Travelstead
Curry
is
Elected
Congratulates Dines

U. Vice~President

Coleman Travelstead made this
statement after his defeat for
the ASUNM presidency:
Friday evening I sent a telegram to James Dines conceding
to him the presidency of the Associated Students. I wish him
good luck in all of his endeavors
in the coming year.
, - . It is very difficult to try to express the emotions I feel towards
ali of the people who did so much
to help me. There were many,
but I would especially like to
thank:

Sam Carnes, Lenny Maile, Pat
Davidson, Kathleen Rall, Joyce
Gattas, Harold Lavender and Bill
(Continued from pagel)
Carr for their help and advice.
ently than Dines about some of
I would also like to thank Roger the campaign methods used by
Dodd, Andi Poole, Marsha Sum- candidates.
mers, Gemma Menicucci, Kathi
"Coleman Travelstead, Jim
James, Helen Thomas, Jeanne Dines, Lee Pittard, and Marty
Olson and Jody Hanley for their Klein all campaigned within 50
dedication to the cause.
feet of the :polling area," Hogan
Without help from friends such said. "This is against regula·
as these we would not have been tions."
able to do as much as we did.
HOGAN SAID he has officially
I hope that the government of protested the candidacy o:f the
the Associated Students is able above named persons and called
next year to make such giant for their disqualification.
"I also object personally to
strides as it did this year under
the able leadership of John Thor- John Thorson, who was ASUNM
president at the time, campaignson.
ing
for a candidate," Hogan said.
At a time like this when we "Endorsing
I can see, but camare all looking to a new star for paigning openly
should not be
Rita Boyett, flutist, willtJresent guidance, we tend to forget the done by the president," he said.
old one. I would like to thank
a junior recital at 8:15 Tuesday, .John from all of us for a great
in the UNM Fine Arts Center year.
Recital Hall.
Miss Boyett will be accompanied by Margaret Barela, Will Play Guitar
lJiano; Sherry Gurley, soprano;
The UNM Young Republicans
Walter Keller, harpsichord, and
last Thursday elected delegates
"* Marilyn Hof, cello.
to the state Young Republican
Her 1)rogram will include "Pasconvention
to be held in Roswell
torale Op. 13, No. 4, for flute,
10-12.
on
May
cello and continuo" by Vivaldi;
Professor William J. Nolan,
The delegates are: Tom Thie"Ich folge dir gleichfalls mit
freudigen Schritten" from the director of the English program sen, James Koglin, Bob Matthews,
St. John Passion by Bach; "Son- for foreign students at Yale Uni- Mary Nowotny, Ken Nowotny,
ata V in C Major for flute and versity will 1Jresent an informal Marian Johnson, Melinda Medd,
piano (K.V. 14) by Mozart; lecture entitled "The American and Glenn Williams.
The club plans to register vot"Mouvements pour deux for :flute Idiom in Several Informal Keys"
ers
during the fall registration
and piano (1959) by Balli£, and Tuesday, May 'l, at 8:00 in the
to welcome the Republican
and
"Sonata in D Major for flute and Kiva.
Governor's Platfol·m committee
piano, Op. 94" by Prokofieff,
An accomplished musician, pro- at the Sunport Wednesday, May
The recital is free and is open fessor Nolan will illustrate by 8th.
to the public.
the use of the guitar the imtJorThe ttext regular meeting will
tance of music in the American be held May 16th in the Union,
experience. The lecture will be with guest speaker Melvin Robins,
academic as well as entertaining. a cooperating attorney for ACLU.
Professor Nolan will point out Mr. Robins' topic will be "Canjicertain practical means of achiev- lon and Its Effects on You.'' Can·
The Campus Chest, a student ing a greater degree of both Eng- jilon was the site of alleged civil
,... organization that raises money lish language proficiency and alJ- rights violations by the state pofor student projects, is currently preciation for the cultural aspect lice against members of the Ali·
anza. The public is invited.
undertaking a week-long list of of modern U.S. life.
fund-raising activities.
A Penny Walk, held in hte
Union today, will initiate this
CAREER BOUND
week's drive. It will be followed
by Penny . Night, tonight. The
io Dallas, New Ytlrk, Hong Kong, Anywhere
project will be topped off by the
We'll get v.ou to where the action is
annual Ugly Man contest.

Recital to Be Given
By Flutist Tuesday

Yale U. Professor
To Speak in Kiva

UNM Political Club
Elects Its Delegates

Ugly Man Contest
To Highlight Drive

call '265-761 I your travel number

Mr. G's Pina
is Fresh Pizza
30 Minutes to any
Dorm

Monday, May 6, 1968

2023 COLUMBIA SE

Swimming- TennisDiving - GymnCI$fics
Lessons for all ages
Sauna Baths- Parties

247-96n

Committee Lists
Tally lor Losers

#

#

FUN

TIUHDEKBIKD SWIM-GYM

Michael Carroll, one of the
writs-in votea, expressed surprise
at being written in but aaid he
would be interested in at least
discussing the position. Tod Delaney, the other write-in, is a
graduating senior this year,

Student Elections Committee
figures show the following 21 senatorial candidates were not elected to the ASUNM Senate. Their
vote totals fell below that of the
twelfth candidate, Donna Fossum,
who had 766. Candidates are listed in numerical order of votes
received.
Stefani Eyres ............................662
Robert Milne .............................. 610
Tom Hogg ..................................577
Ed Cazzola ................................567
Patsy Benton ............................564
Charles Serna ..........................548
Lou Storm ..................................527
Mitch Duncan ............................519
Greg Hennig ..............................514
Claudia Jackson ......................491
Marvin Palmer ........................480
Pat Boatwright ........................464
Steve Ludlow ............................459
Charles Wood ............................452
Valerie Whiting ....................... .438
Nick Watrin .............................. 421
Phil lngrim ..............................360
Mia Rey Mirabal ......................312
Glenn Williams ........................312
Tom Tabet .................................. 279
Robert Matthews ...................... 258
Below is a list of voing on tlte
three amendments.
PASSED
# 1.
Yes ...................................... 1111
No ........................................ 542
PASSED

FUN

From Coast to Coast
the Lead~tr in serving

tfte Insurance Needs
of CoiiQge Men
andWamen
Fidelity Onion Life

90 Winrock Center - 298-1831

125 cc
motorcycle

2.

Yes ...................................... 1111
No ........................................ 520
FAILED
3.

Yes ...................................... 1075
No ...................................... 542

Mon!lay, May 6, 1968
NEW MEXICO LOBO

Sfudenfs Oppose 601 Classes Covered
•
. • Teacher - Course Ratings
H.1gh. Foodpncrng
Attempted at U• f Uta h

(Continuedfrompage1)
being passed to people entering
the store claimed-that after investigation "Only half of the same
products had the same prices."
BILL COLEMAN, a UNM stu.
dent, explained the demonstration as "an economic boycott that
is legal, nonviolent, and hurts the
opposition where it hurts the
most-the pocketbook. It appeals
to the oppressed where it counts
the most-in pride and in the
pocketbook.''
·
Hand-painted placards saying
"This Store Cheats You," and
"Jim Crow, You Gatta Go" were
carried . by demonstrators, contrasting to sale-signs posted in
store windows which said "Compare Our Prices!"
About 20 pickets, Anglo, N egro, and Spanish America, were
asking ingoing shoppers if they
were aware of the Boycott and if
they would prefer to shop at any
of the NE Heights stores. If this
was the case, rides were offered.
"Yesterday we were able to
turn a majority of the people
away," said Mickey Brenning, a
child-welfare worker. "But some
would go in. One man told me
that he worked hard to spend his
money the way he wanted.''
DON PEREA, Assistant Man·
ager of the store, insisted the
boycott has been ineffective.
"The people in the area are satisfied," he claimed. "What these
people (the demonstrators) are
doing hasn't hurt our business,
and it hasn't caused us to lower
our prices."
But according to a leaflet, items
such as Hormel bacon and Uncle
Ben's Rice, (2lb., 10oz. box), were
priced 85 cents (per lb.) and 99
cents respectively on April 20th,
A check today revealed that
Hormal Bacon had dropped to
83 cents per lb., and Uncle Ben's
Rice was down to 83 cents a box.
Perea insisted the prices had
'not ehanged. "Their lists :for
April 20th are wrong," he said.
MICKEY BREUNING charged
that the price listing "was correct for that day. The prices have
dropped since then, and because
of the boycott."

AlbuquelqtJe, N.M.

Q

A Teacher-Course evaluation
financed by the Associated Students of the University of Utah
was released last week to students at the Salt Lake City
school.
The report comes after a similar attempt last year that was
restricted by time and budget
problems to some sixty classes.
This year's course evaluation
covers 601 classes offered at the
university.
Bill Callaghan, a senior majoring in history, headed the project
and explained that the report was
selling well even though it came
out at mid-term. Utah students
purchase the book for thirty-five
cents.
"We expect to sell out quickly,
and the printer is having a hard
time keeping up with the demand
for copies," said Callaghan, The
Utahans printed 5,000 copies with
a $7,500 allocation from their student government.
Callaghan attributed the high
response of student evaluations
to the cooperation received from

the Utah administration. Eva.luation cards were included in
each student's registration packet,
and evaluated by the campus data
processing center.
Callaghan also praised University of Utah President Fletcher
for his letter of endorsement for
the project. "This gave the project more prestige and respectability than it might have had,"
he said.

Lobo Adds Valdez
In Staff Changes
Reuben Valdez submitted his
resignation to the UNM Student
Publications Board, effective last
Friday, in order to become managing editor of The Lobo.
Valdez served on the Publications Board for the entire year,
'67-68. His resignation was turned in after agreeing to help Rob
Burton, new Lobo editor. Valdez
will assist the remaining Lobo
staff members and new sta:ff that
started work Sunday.

<I

FAST-FAST-FAST
30 Mir.wte Dorm Delivery
7 Nights Until 1:30

255-5381
in the Triangle Lounge Restaurant- Central at Girard NE

ee
-

Italian-made

Honor Presented To
Retiring President
A distinguished professorship
to honor UNM President Tom L.
Popejoy was announced Sunday
night.
Mrs. Frank A. Mapel, vice president of the university Regents,
made the announcement at ceremonies naming the UNM Concert
Hall in honor of President Popejoy.
The professorship is open to
distinguished visiting scholars in
different fields, in line with PolJejoy's eclectic interest in scholarship. It will be awarded for the
first time in the academic year,
1969-70.

GET MOM'A
CARAVELLE
FOR
MOTHER'S

DAY

-from $10.95-

reg.
$369

$348

hp, 2 cycle engine
• 6.54-speed
gear box

•
• heel-and-toe shifting
• front and rear brakes

• hand throttle
• up to 120mpg
• midnight blue or apple red

Dodge
Enroll in one of three exciting classes. Charger R;T,
Coronet R/T, or Dart GTSport. Each has its own distinctive sporty style, bul all three have a lot in common. like automatic transmissions, wide-tread red
line tires, special handling packages, and a long list
of other standard and optional features.

Ask about Wards
Young Adult Credit Plan

2312 CENTRAL SE
OPPOSITE UNM CONCERT HALL

catch
our bouquet
Featuring the new shirtwaist
look in gowns, home decorating
ideas and a honeymoon guide to
the Bahamas, Colorado, dude
ranches and Wa~hington, D.C.
With specials on choosing your
own perfume and the art of liv·
ing together. Plus invaluable tips
on beauty ... furnishing ... table·
ware and dinnerware •.. trousseaux fashions ... cookcry ... prac·
tical wedding preparations.
Everything for that moment and
after. All these and more in our
June/ July Fall Fashion Issue. At
your newsstand now.

MODERN

1516 San Pedro Nf
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BRIDE
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CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORAnON

".

To add some color to campus, get your Official
Dodge Scat Pack Jacket in the official "Dodge Red"
Color-with the
authentic embroi·
dered "bumble·
bee" design on
front and back.
, Send for yours
today.

To help you make the grade, the standard engines
for the Scat Pack include a 340-cu.-in. V8 for the
Dart GTS. And for Charger R/T and Coronet R/T, a
440 Magnum V8. Or for a more accelerated course,
you can order the optional 426 Hemi.

'1<t:wt w-ftlirtftte...
~&4'·~~

lI·------------------.I
FILL OUT AND MAIL TO:

All three members of the Scat Pack offer distin·
guishing marks at no extra cost. Bold· bumblebee
stripes wrapped around the rear. Or Rallye stripes
along the side, Or if you prefer to be a little more
modest, no stripes at all. It's your choice. Ready for
class? With the Scat Pack, you've got it. Why not sign
up at your nearby Dodge Dealer's and get your
Bumblebee Degree, today?

Hughes-Hatcher-Suffrin, 1133 Shelby at State,
I Detroit, Michigan 482l6. Attn.: Mr. Gus Anton.
1 Entlosed is a check or money order (made payable to J
I Hughes·Hatcher·Suftrin) for$ _ _ to cover cost of I
:---:-::-:-c::-:-~iackets at $9.95 each. Available sizes: S, M,
L, XL, XXL. (Add 4% sales tax for delivery in Michigan.)

I

I

I ~me. __ ----~~---···-··---- _~z~ ____ , __ I
J

Address~··~-------~--·-~-~--~ ---~···----~

I~J!L- --··- -- -- - ~- -----~~~. --

-- ZiP.. - . :

L------------------~

~-------------------~-------
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Our Cartoon
Responsibility is a quality that was noticably lacking in
the current administration's attempt to promote support for
the 1968-69 ASUNM budget. Perhaps, with the change in
leadership in student government, there will come a more
responsive and responsible student administration next year.
Jim Dines has swept to a grassroots victory, and should
soon display the type of leadership that UNM will need in
the following academic year.
We do support passage of the budget, but we feel that
John Thorson must accept responsibility for last week's actions that postponed the vote on the budget. With the convincing victory of James Dines, perhaps his supporters now
can turn out and pass the budget.

No Torn Curtain
The curtains swayed a little in the Sunday afternoon wind
as the new Lobo editor and staff began publication of the
last ten issues of the academic year, but nothing tore and we
made it. Oh, the venetian blinds rattled a lot with the inevitable confusion of the first day, but things finally settled
down to a semblance of order. As we finish out this year we
can not hope to initiate all the changes that might be desirable, but we wm venture to make some promises.
Next September The Lobo becomes a daily, morning newspaper, joining the ranks of most of the other major university dailies. It is in line with this development that we are
negotiating for UPI wire service to offer students timely
coverage of national and state events that might concern
v~the campus community. The Collegiate Press Service (CPS)
bylines that have been so familiar this year will become rare
and campus news will take precedence.
Campus-based features will contribute to increased readability and interest, and student-produced columns on most
areas of interest will be encouraged. Bema will continue as
the home of guest editorial opinion.
Letters to the Editor must, in the future, be limited to 250
words so that the letters printed might be more timely and
the blacklog lightened. When possible, letters exceeding that
limit will be edited to the correct length.
There will be no requirement that staffers be journalism
majors, and all students will be encouraged to contribute
what they can to the growth of readability1 coverage and
prestige for The Lobo.
The result, hopefully, will be a better Lobo than UNM has
'ever had before. Think of that.

Bema is a signed gu,est editorial. Tke opinions erx:pressed in this
column do not necessarily reflect
those of Tlte Lobo,
By JACK L. FRAIN
The ··debate over the war in
Viet Nam, in its confusion and
clamor, is making us forget the
overall military situation of the
United States. The war is large
and important, but is only a small
segment of a world situation.
Hence, this essay is not on Viet
Nam, it is on the welfare of the
nation.
A modern society has complex
needs, such as government, education, police and court systems,
and a means of defense from exterior forces.
The military fills most of the
need of defense. It may also fill
other needs, like the way Israel
uses its army to integrate its diverse population, but its basic job
is defense. The fact is that force
is still a part of our world and
will continue to be. Also, no one
knows what the future may bring,
so we must prepare for anything.
For the nation to function, it
must be shielded by its military,
no workable alternatives exist.
Until we find, establish, and enforce a method :for international
control of security, we must maintain our military strength. There
have been many proposals of unilateral disarmament, but this
would be suicide in our world.
There have also been proposals to
satisfy all the world revolutionaries, but even if this could be
done, which I doubt, the possibil~
ity of conflict between nations
would still exist.

* • *

Many argue that to get the
money and resources to reform
our nation we must get rid of
the military, but I doubt that
this would do anything more than
destroy the nation, for our enemies have shown themselves to
be anything but honorable or
peaceful.
It is remarkable in this age of
strife, that due to the debate over
Viet Nam, the chief defender of
freedom in the world is now called
a monster. Words like "peace"
and "morality" and "love" are
thrown against our military by
people who have no understanding
of it. They believe its purpose is
war. They are wrong-its purpose is peace.
By its strength, the military is
to defend the peace, and, should
it fail, to regain it as quickly and
humainly as possible. For it is in
peace that the nation grows.
Peace may be obtained by
yielding to actual or wo~ld-be
empire builders like the Chinese,
or Egypt, but it would not be a
peace with justice. 1t would probably not be peace at all, for the
empires would still be in conflict
with each other, and people will
always resist imperial rule.
Killing is wrong and always
will be, but human society seems
unable to escape it, so it would be
senseless and brutal to pretend it
will go away if we withdraw
from the world.
While killing cannot be eliminated, it can be reduced, by
striking with speed and controlled devastation. (Unfortunately,
in Viet N am, political preasures
are preventing this, and causing
the war to drag on.)

* * •

Our military is commanded by
men of honor, who repudiate the
GVE6S

The Military and the Nation

traditional militarism of men and unsure, and so is the prepalike Caesar, Napoleon. and Lu- ration for it. Men, including soldendorff. No one can attribute to diers, do not like it. Intellects in .
them any act of subversion particular dislike it, but they
against the government and peo- don't have to as the military does
ple they serve. Critics resort to not exist for their enjoyment but
tales like Dr. Strangelove. Fail- is there to do a job.
Safe, or Seven Days In Hay beThe hard. real and demanding ·
cause they have no faetual evi~ world of the military is a shock
denee, so they build one in fiction. after a casual, unreal yorld o:(
Admittedly, the leaders have · after a casual, unreal world of
made mistakea, for they are hu- only go trhough the initial stages
man.
of military life. a rough, dull level
We must also remem'ber that in any business. Few make any
the. military is controlled by a attempt to study the military,
civilian government pressured by and, hence, their criticisms are
a civilian population, so that mil- just gripes stated with a better
itary mistakes are not necessar- vocabulary.
ily made by the military. A good
The military, like any human
example of this occm:ed in our inl!titution, has faults, but reentrance into World War n. The forms are constantly being carmilitary knew we would be drag- ried out, such as improvements
ged into the War, and tried to get in military law (which frequentthe people and government to see ly precede civilian reforms, for
this, but Americans believed that example, the ruling that a dewars were caused. by "gun mer- fendant must have counsel), also,
chants in Switzerland/' lind so. the Doolittle Committee of the
they hid their heads in the sand. late 1940's, which broke down
We lost a. lot of ground and. many much of the "old army" tradition.
men on places like Bataan and
The existence of the military is
Wake Island, and the war was essential
if we are to maintain
longer and harder, and the Axis the freedom and security ~in
powers, who butchered thousands which to build and reform our
every day, were allowed many nation, and to survive. And
more days.
peace? A Roman proverb sums it
* * •
up. "If you want peace, prepare
War is dangerous, dull, hard, for war."

Letters
Hurray for Student Senate
Dear Editor:
It was most pleasing to read
that Student Senate voted to allocate $15G.OO to the Poor People's Campaign and also voted
to offer sleeping space for the
marchers when they pass through
here on the night of Hay 17. The
march itself is the following day.
It's about timet About time
that the "official" spokesmen for
UNM reftect some of the popular
opinion and not just pass meaningless resolutions on meaningless proposals that propose really
nothing, exeept to Jlerl)etaate the
self-interests of the student-government types. The senate has
made some improvements this
year. Let's hope they continue.
Bill Coleman

Intramural Softball
Since the intramural softball
season has been generally ignored

Let.te.ra are welcomro, and
ahould be no lonn~ than 250
words typewritten. double
spaced~ Name, telephone num..
bc.'l" and addreu must be in•
elud~. although nome will be
withheld u:pon requ..t.

by The Lobo, we would like to
present the following report!
The team representing 3rd floor
Zia, Allegra House, is well on
its way to winning the intramural
championship title, having defeated the fine team fielded by the TriDelts! The score was 16-10, a
magnificent record for pitcher
Patlou McAllister and coach
Robin Bird Tweet Tweet! Patlou
struck out a lot, but we lost count
sometime during the 4% inning
game! A rematch was scheduled
for Thursday, May 2, but only
two Tri-Delts could play.
Credit for the smashing victory
goes to the following playeTs:
catcher Lorraine Carrico, pitcher
Patlou, 1st base Nancy 10Spider
Woman" Paraskivas, 2nd base
LueiUe Lopez, 3rd base Judy
"Mama" Todd, Shirley "Blondie"
Hall, rt. field Valerie ''Dirty Bad
Mud" Hall, c.f. Sue Goldschlarb,
l.f. Linda McCreary, and sub.
Sandy Martinez. Watergirl Glou
Pietfield was out due to illness!
Allegra Softball Team
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Active Member in Neo-Left
Comments on World Change
By R. WELLINGTON
Among the many college students wearing long hair and
beards it is often difficult to .separate the hard core dissenters
from those who "just wear the
uniform.''
Jeff Smedberg, 21, wearing
shoulder length hair and a slogan
button with the word "Resist" is
a more determined member ~f the
new left than his appearance
might suggest•
. ON THE UNM campus be is
one of the most active memberl:l
of the Reisistance and Students
for Democratic Society, a national student left organization. The
Resistance movement, broadly including any Teisistance to the
,Johnson Administration, is more
specifically unified by active opposition of ·the draft and the war
in VietNam.
"People like myself," Smedberg said, ''who are eligible for
the draft, are the most active."
Ironically, Smedberg shares
some views with conservatives, although :for different reasons.
BOTH SMEDBERG and David
Foreman, a leader o:f the Young
Americans for Freedom-a student right wing organizationwould like to see the draft replaced by .a voluntary military
service. Both students feel that
the draft violates individual
rights. But Smedbel'g believes,
that of greater importance, a
volunteer army would make the
military less powerful.
He agrees with the conservative view-expressed by Barry
Goldwater-that our affluent economy is made possible only by
the dominance of the United
States as a world power.
"Our economy is not worth the
inhumane price we are having to
pay for it,'' Smedberg said. ''We
are the aggres11ors in Viet Nam
and should withdraw immediate-

stigma placed on them by whites," conditions," he said. "This keeps
he said. "Civil rights laws have the status quo, which I assume is
been almost useless, The Supreme good for U.S. investments."
Court passed school desegregaSMEDBERG EXPLAINS that
tion laws 14 years ago and we world
power is divided roughly
still have educational segregation between capitalists and commuproblems."
nists. Without following the
In hil! opinion, racial riots are lines for Moscow's Communist
justified. "Riots are not planned Party or Peking's Labor· Party,
in retaliation against whites," the new left-sometimes referred
Smedberg said. "Tensions build to as the 1'third world"-is ideoup over a period of time and logically aimed at improving the
eventually erupt-then you have conditions of people outside of the
a riot." Smedberg tbinks that two power blocks. This. includes
these tensions result from op- non-Chinese Asians, black Afriepression by "the middle class ans and impoverished people
white establisbment.''
everywhere.
SMEDBERG, ALTHOUGH farSDS and other new left organther politically from the conser- izations have a substantial numvatives, :fears the libe.rals most. ber of anarchists. Smedberg, who
"At least you know what your're spends much of his time organizup against with conservatives," ign, would like to see more struche said, "Liberals go half way- ture in the movement. SDS sets
they aTe reformers who try mak- dues at ~6 per year but few peoing changes within the existing ple pay them. There are no ofsystem."
ficers. Most people in SDS attend
He is also pessimistic about meetings at their convenience.
Smedberg plans to stay active
:foreign aid. . ''Our government
spends money in South America until all aims of the new left are
on existing military dictatorships fulfilled. He said, "It might very
rather than to improve living easily take a lifetime.''

ONE-$TOP SHOPPING

One-Stop Convenience
. One-Stop Savings
One-Stop Selection
·open Y!MJI' Budget-Aid Credit Account
. ~·Shopping Convenience
f".all265-5611 ••• &t; 6

Today for Credit Application

IEJJ.Allkss.DIPAWTMEIR"STOII

S!cop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.
9-9 Sat,rdoy ·
· 10:6 S\:nday ·
Cc·rer Me,..oul & Carlisle
.,

•

•

ly."

UNLIKE THE conservatives,
Smedberg does not feel that the
world is threatened by a Communist takeover.
"Viet Nam would become another independent communil!t
country if the United States
pulled out completely," he said.
"People tend to think of communism as a world force under
one government. In reality it is
a number of independent nations
like Russia, China, and Cuba • • •
Yugoslavia has been independent
for ten years.''
Smedberg, a sophomore in
architecture who spent two years
with VISTA, feels his obligations
to the new left must come before
his studies. But he expresses no
contempt for students who aTe
academically motivated.
"GOING TO school only for a
degree is a worthwhile objective,"
he said, "it's just that I feel first
responsible for making this world
a better place to live.''
As a self proclaimed radical,
Smedberg believes that in order
to alleviate the racial chaos and
poverty in the United States "we
aTe going to have to abolish our
racist economy.''
He claims that black militance
would not be a problem under
new left government. He is not
against a revolution and maintains that masses in this country are ignorant about their government.
"NEGROES ARE going to have
to be treated as superioTs before
they can overcome the inferior

~he tnck to a TWA 50/50 Club Card is
knowing when to play it. For instance some
holidays are out ... you have to forget SO j50 and c:s;~~~~l!

...

make reservations like regular old people. But any
:!.~:
other time, everyone under twenty-two, can split
to any scene in the US-for only half fare.
(You still get full fare service, however, which is nice.)
And you can use the card on a whole
... · ~.· _
bunch of other airlines too. If you
~~ :·~--·-- ~~
really want to be clever, fly late at
~-,....I~ ~-ill: fb;
night to avoid the crowds.
~=•_j;.j.:~...
{·~ :" ~::·t{. ~~;; .::~;: -~:
Jlroaden your horizons this year.
~=- · -:.:~· --··· ·:- ~ :...
Take In a few away games.
Fly to a demonstration (like a Pacific sunset).
Surprise Mom.on Ground Hog's Day.
Visit a quiet little island (Coney t Catalina,
Fire, Manhattan, Long).
Go to the Beach during Whale Watching Week.
Don't miss the Tom Sawyer Fence Painting Contest~~~"R'
this summer.
~all your local card shark:
Joseph A. Alarid, your TWA
~ Campus Rep. at 242-5540.
:.~ Or your travel agent.
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Vogue Cleaners
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3014 Central SE
Across from the Lobo Theatr.e

For Professional Dry Cleaning
and Pressing

Students presenting lD cards
will be granted a

. ..

10 per cent discount
to the end of the spring
semester.

•
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Thinclads Smash UTEP

·ed second in the shot put with a
Ron Eller, the school record put of 54·9%, well behind UTEP's
Outstanding performances by holder in the three-mile run, easi·
Birkelbaeh.
·
Art Baxter, Rene Matison, and ly outdistanced teammat.es Adri· John
Phil Kastens picked up another
Jon Caffey powered the Lobo an DeWindt and Ray Jordan in Lobo victory in the high jump
track team to a 109-35 victory the mile run. Eller clocked a
over the University of Texas-El 4:14.8, DeWindt a 4:22.2, and with a leap of 6-6%. Kastens has
been victorious in his event in
Paso in the Lobos' final home apall of New Mexico's dual meets
Jordan
a
4:28.8.
pearance of the season Saturday
ROOSEVELT
WILLIAMS
tied
this season.
night at Univ!lrsity Stadium.
FRESHMAN BILL Schrandt
The Miners, depleted by the ab· his seasonal best in the 120 high
scored
his first career victorY for
hurdles
with
a
14.3
clocking.
Harsence of ten of their top Negro
1Boo Boo" Bailey was second
New
Mexico
in the two-mile run.
ald
'
athletel5, won only four first places
and
George
Lough·
with
a
14.4
Schrandt's
victorY
was actually
in the 17 event meet. UTEP took
a
second
place
finish
to George
ridge
finished
third
with
a
15.0.
firsts in the shot put, the 880
a
non-scoring
competitor.
Scott,
Most
of
the
sparse
crowd
at
yard run, the 440 yard dash, and
Scott, a former UNM great
University Stadium expected to
the mile relay.
UNM
great
Adolph
now
shooting for a spot on the
see
former
CAFFEY REWROTE the threePlummer
give
Matison
another
Australian
Olympic team, ran
week-old record he set at the Okin
the
220
yard
tough
challenge
the
first
sub-nine
minute two mile
lahoma Relays in the pole vault
dash-but
it
didn't
happen.
MatiScott
ever
run
in
Albuquerque.
with a vault of 16-4, Caffey set
son
moved
ahead
after
the
first
lapped
the
rest
of
the
competi·
the school record of 16-0 at Norman during the Easter holidays. turn and beat Plummer by five tors en route to clocking an excellent 8:55.5. Scott maintained a
The bar was first measured at strides.
Matison
covered
the
distance
in
murderous pace for eight laps.
16-2 but a double check revealed
21.1
for
his
second
win
of
the
Scott was named as UNM's top
that 16·4 was the correct heighth,
evening.
Matison
earlier
equalled
track
athlete for the 1967 season
just three quarters of an inch shy
of a University Stadium record the school and Stadium records and Baxter won the award for
set in 1963 by Brian Sternberg in in the 100 yard dash with a time the best field athlete.
of 9.4. Matison also ran the anScott was seheduled to run
the NCAA championships.
Art Baxter won three first chor leg on the Lobos' 440 yard against UTEP's Australian athlete Kerry Pearce in the three
places, the first time a Lobo has relay team.
mile but Pearce was scratched
FRANK
BURGASSER,
the
accomplished that feat tl1is year.
B~U.'"ter won the long jump with a former Lobo who lost his javelin from the race with a pulled
·
leap of 24-1~, the triple jump at record to Ake Nilsson this season, Achilles tendon.
49-0, and a surprising first in the came back to take another shot
at his old speciality. Burgasser Still Champion
440 yard intermediate hurdles.
BAXTER TRAILED in the 440 heaved the javelin 245·8 for the
Former heavyweight boxing
yard inte:rmediat~ until he cleared best throw of the evening and dechampion
Cassius Clay, (alias
the last hurdle. With a fine last feated Nilsson who had one of
Muhammad
Ali), who lost his title
ditch effort, Ba."tttll' nose-d across his poorer efforts at 231-9. Nilsson
when
he
refused
induction into the
the finish line one-tenth of a sec- took first since Burgasser was a
armed
forces,
is
still recognized
ond abead of tJTEP's Robert non-scoring competitor.
as
champion
in
South
Africa.
Ervin Jaros, the man who
Springfield. Buter :re~orded a
seems to improve by leaps and
5~.9.
New Me.'<ico athletes ran bounds at every Lobo track meet,
against each other in three events recorded a career best of 178-4%
as UTEP failed to enter con1peti· in winning the discus. Jaros finish·
tors in the mile run, the 120 yard
high hurdles, and the two mile
SENIOR ART BAXTER, shown here after a winter indoor meet
ASU Wins
was named UNM's outstanding field event performer for 1967 j~ run.
special ceremonies held at Saturday's dual meet with the University of
Texas-El Paso. Baxter had a busy night for the Lobos winning first in
the triple jump, the long jump, and the 440 yard intermediate hurdles.
Baxter also ran on New Mexico's mile relay team. The Lobos closed
ou~ their home season with a 109·35 victory ovel' the undermanned
Mmers.
A UNM Student-Faculty comNew Mexico golfers shot a
mittee for Rockefeller has been combined total of 852 and fin•
fol'IDed with Robert Matthews ished second in a nine team field
acting chairman and Dr. Helen at the 1968 Cougar Classic Golf
Ingram of the political science tournament at Provo. Arizona
department as advisor for the State won the tournament for the
group.
third time with a combined score
The committee will meet Mon- of 846.
The Sun Devils, who won the
day, May 6th in the Union, Room
tournament
two years ago, placed
281 D-E at 8:00 p.m. Students,
three
of
their
golfers in the top
faculty and townspeople are inMexico
today
at
Portales
beNew
ten
finishers
in
the tourney. Host
The nationally ranked New
vited.
fore
traveling
to
Tucson
for
a
Brigham
Young
finished third
The
purpose
of
the
Monday
Mexico Lobo baseball team added
HOUSE OF HALLMARK
two more victories to its already three-game series with Arizona meeting is to widen the groups' with a 54 bole total of 860.
next
weekend.
BYU's Johnny Miller won in•
base on campus and to expand
impressive season mark by takoffers the largest selection of
The Lobos are in the top SPOt into the community. They will dividual honors with a three•
ing two out of three games from
MOTHER'$ ,DAY CARDS
the University of Texas-El Paso in the conference Southern Divi· plan precinct work and strategy round score of 205, eleven under
in this area,
sion
with
a
6-3
record.
Arizona
par.
Al
Lovato
of
UNM
finished
for the up-coming election at the
last weekend at the UNM diawon a 15 inning decision over state convention. George McKim, with a 210 total, Dick Placek bad
mond.
WEDDING INVITATIONS
New Mexico dropped the first ASU Saturday and left New Mex• of the state Republican party, a 213, and Mike Goodart finished
well
atop
the
league
stand•
ico
and all paper goods
game of the series to the Miners
will offer information and advice. at 214.
Team scoring in the 54 hole
for the bride to. be
4-2 Pliday afternoon. ~e Lobos ings.
New Mexico bas swept both
tournament
was
Arizona
State
ended their longest losing streak
Honors Assembly
3501 lomas Blvd. NE 255·4989
846, New Mexico 852, Brigham
of the season, two games, the Arizona schools in three-game
UNM's annual honors a$Sem· Young 860, Colorado 861.
series
in
Albuquerque.
The
Lobos
next afternoon by winning both
lost their first three conference bly, at which members of hono·
ends of a doubleheader, 5·2, 2-1.
games to the Sun Devils at Tempe raries are tapped and a host of
RICK BODLE bad the Miners early in the season.
special awards are presented to
NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
going without a hit for 5-2/8 inIf the Lobos take three more outstanding students in all areas
298-1828
nings in Saturday's nightcap be- wins £rom the Wildcats, they will of University life, will be held
89 Winrock Center
fore Juan Sandoval broke the ice win the Division title and earn next Tuesday night at 7:30 in
Childrens' 8oob
Fiction and Nonfiction
with a single to centerfield. the right to meet the Northern the Concert Hall.
Bargains
Bodle ended the game with 12 Division champion, probably BrigThe program was originally
Paperbucks
acbeduled
for
next
Thursday.
All
strikeouts to his credit.
ham Young, in the conference
Bodle was not a regular starter title game.
interested stud.ents are invited.
until last weekend when he start...
ed against the defending NCAA
champion Arizona State Sun Devils. Bodle shut out the Sun Devils
and completed the Lobos sweep
of the crucial series. Bodle picked up his fifth win of the season
Saturday against one defeat.
11
. lN THE FIRST game of Satur•
day doubleheader, the Lobos
jumped on Miner pitcher Don
Wilson for three runs before Wilson could get a man out. Singles
by Mike McLaughlin, Glen Schawel, and Jim Palmer accounted
for three Lobo runs. A triple by
Palmer and a double by Rick Laub
in the eighth inning drove acr()ss
the other two Lobo runs.
Bob McAulay held down the
pitching end of the victory in al·
r $lOO
•
lowing only six well-spaced hits.
chorge-75¢ pe
\ rgon\zd\ton.
McAulay's victory moved his seatowe~t \ssue~once r\d's \e~orgest trav~ o d o\\
son record to 8-1.
Ralph Salles bad a rougher go
eac'ked
::nks, tra"e' og&ensoN on
of it against the Miners on Fri·
p.,t outhort~e 1 t\OS. tOOK
day. Sallee pitched WE:ll but could
Cook's othces.
get little offensive $Uppojt from
his teammates.
NEW MEXICO'S record now
stands at 85·8 going into a tough
week. The Lobos meet Eastern

0

Lobos Defeat Alumni Team, 41 - 13

end for a 23 yard touchdown. It
was one of the few times all afBy WAYNE CIDDIO
ternoon that the Alums resemCoach Rudy Feldman's Varsity
bled a :football team.
Lobos, el{hibiting only flashes of
Bobby Chavez quarterbacked
brilliance, cruised to a 41-13 shelthe Alums and was responsible
lMking of a group of tired Alums
for their other score. The Alums
in the Cherry-Silver football
were handed a good scoring OJl•
game Saturday afternoon at Uniportunity early in the third quarversity Stadium.
ter when officials called pass inRival quarterbacks Terry Stone
terference on the Varsity and
and Rick Beitler alternated at the
plaeed the ball on the Varsity two
signal-calling post all afternoon
yard line.
after Stone engineered the VarChavez moved to the one end
sity's first scoring drive.
then squirmed through the VarSTONE OPENED the attack
sity defensive line on the next
with a pass play that started on
play. After that point, with the
Varsity leading 41-13, both teams
seemed to be playing out the
clock.
THE VARSITY was aggressive
on defense in the opening moments of the third quarter and
turned two Alum fumbles and a
blocked punt into three touchhitting .351 and leads the team in
year when he bad a 7-4 record in- runs batted in with 28. It was downs.
By GREG MaeALEESE
Daile Harris set up the first
cluding wins over ASU and Ariz- Palmer who started UNM's
score
when be grabbed the foot·
ona.
He's
duplicated
that
feat
What is happening to the UNM
sweep o:f Arizona State: when he
ball
on
the bounce on the Alum
this.year
in
addition
to
lowering
lined a two-strike, two-out pitch
baseball team?
13
yard
line and ran to the 2 be2.34
to
2.30.
Sallee
his
ERA
from
to right field in hte Lobos' 7-6
It is winning, and winning, and
:fo:re
being
knocked out of bounds.
currently
has
a
7-2
record
and
winning. In fact, theLobos, with
first-game win.
Bob
Blake
took it across on the
has
93
strikeouts
in
'70
1/3
inna 35-8 record, are the winningest
PALMER TEAMS with short- next play to make the margin
team in the nation and are cur- ings.
Whereas teams of the past stop Jim Johnson to give the Lo- 27-6.
rently ranked among the top ten
have had one or two good pitch- bo's theb: best keystone combinaVeteran lineman Woody Jones
teams in the country.
ers, this year's team is loaded tion in the school's history. John- blocked an Alumni punt two minFor a school that long had a with people who can get opposing son is the team's most eonsistant
reputation as a loser in baseball, hitters out. When coach Bob :Power hitter with two home runs utes later and recovered the ball
on the 11 yard line. Bookert
UNM is a far cry from the days Leigh summoned lanky Ed Reed· and nine triples.
moved it to the eight, Stone took
when "If we keep within ten runs er from the bullpen to start the
Perhaps
these
physical
differof Arizona State it'll be a moral third game against Arizona, ences· alone can account for some it to the :live, and Hendricks went
victory." The Lobos' twin sweep Reeder responded with a three- five or six more wins, but it :fails in from four yards out on a
reverse. Bookert's 24 yard touch·
of ASU and Arizona officially hitter and the Lobos won, 3-2. A
to
explain
the
six
wins
the
Lobos
down run was the last score for
marked the end of one era and the week later, when Bodle got the
have
over
WAC
competition.
Prebeginning of another. UNM's now same chance, the fireballing viously, Lobo ball clubs would the Varsity.
On several occasions, the Vara winner.
righthander blew down ASU 3-0 shrivel up and die before the sity secondary looked too much
WREN ONE starts to look for and handed the Sun Devils th~ir "big-daddies" as Arizona State
like last year's Swiss cheese pass
differences between past teams first shutout of the year.
and Arizona have come to be defense. Claude Ward and forand this year's ball club, it must
BUT THIS year's team hasn't known. Not anymore. There is a
be pointed out that this year's been all opitching. Expected to be new feeling of confidence in the mer Minnesota Viking Stan Quinteam has had great pitching. The a relatively poor hitting ball club team, and pride in both the team's tana were wide open on many
pitching staff has five men with in comparison to last year's team, and each individual's perform- long bombs by Chavez and only
slippery fingers kept the Alums
earned run averages under 2.00, the Lobos are currently hitting
ance
from picking up two more sure
whereas last year's team didn't .2'76 as a unit and are led by firstThe Lobos now have the "Big touchdowns.
have any. Rick Bodle leads the baseman Mick McLaughlin who
team with a 1.14 ERA, but that has raised his average over 100 Daddy'' complex.
tells only vart of the story.
percentage points since last year.
nALPR SALLEE has continued McLaugh1in is currently hitting
to confound critics who keep tell.366. Last year he hit 258.
ing him he should be resting in
Second baseman Jim Palmer is
an old age home. Sallee is the pushing :McLaughlin for the
team's oldest player, and is pitch- team's batting lead. Palmer iS
ing even better than he did last
his own 45 yard line and ended
when Bob Fowler was driven out
of bounds on the Alu~ 13. Ace
Hendricks wiggled his way to the
six before the Varsity drive fi~
zled.
Tom Johnson, a native of Orland Park, 111., converted on a
field goal try from 22 yards out
and the Varsity went ahead 3-0.
Johnson added the second Varsity
score with a 32 yard conversion.
Johnson made good on five extra
point tries and finished the game
with 11 points.

WAYNE CIDDIO

Dress Western
for Fiesta

Current UNM Baseball Tearn
Winningest in School's I-Iistory

Rockefeller Backers lobo Golfers 2nd
Organize on Campus In Utah Tourney

BasebaUers Gain
Two More Wins

The Varsity took a 20-0 lead
in to the locker room at the half
on the strength of a two-yard
plunge by Beitler and a four yard
over-tackle-dive by Dave Bookert. Bookert, possibly the finest
runner on this year's varsity,
scored his second tquchdown of
the afternoon when he went 24
yards up the middle on a nicely
executed draw play by Beitler.
THE ALUMS elosed out the
first half scoring when Carl Bradford, a hard running 1967 UNM
graduate, sprinted around right
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It's almost Too Late . . .

The end of your college career
marks the real beginning of your life.
And there is no better symbol of the
future than a college ring-your silent
diploma.
Order NOW to insure graduation
delivery of your personalized college
ring. Choice of weights, stones and
styles .. CREATED BY JOHN ROBERTS
Now Available.

assoeiated students
' bookstore
FOUR WEEK SHIPMENT

Norelco Rechargeable Tripleheader
The new '68 Norelco Tripleheader 35T
Same great Norelco shave and features.
,., __,.A with or without a cord. And this Pow·
gives you a shave so close, we dare any blade
erhouse delivers nearly twice as many
to match it.
shaves per charge as any other reo
And it won't nick or scrape either. Let
chargeable. :More features, too, in·
this be a lesson to you: in independent labeluding a 115/220 voltage selec
oratory tests this Norelco Triplebeader
Speedshaver®-with flMting Microgroove'~'"
tor so you can re~allyshave any
heads 1 rotary blades and pop-up trimmerwhere. Let that be
/
shaved as close or e'Ven closer than a leading
another lesson.
stainless steel blade 2 out of every 3 times.
-the close, fast, em:nfortable electric shave.
What more could you want? :Maybe the new
®19GB North American Philip• Comp~ny, Inc., 100 East 42n<l str..t. Now Yotk, N. Y.IOOl7

roretcorf!J

-

~~t'?'l die

37:y-, 7etrt
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Arizona Netters Bounce Lobos
:Wbo netmen absorbed their

second loss o:f the 1968 season
Saturday at the UNM courts
when they dropped a 6-3 decision
to de:fending Western Athletic
Conference champion A.lizona.
The loss was officially the :first
for New Mexico this year because
of a conference ruling imposed

on Brigham Young University.
BYU beat the Lobos 6-3 but the
win was later declared void because the Cougars had an ineligible competitor on the team.
Tony Bull and Van Hill, the
top-rated doubles team in the
Southwest, continued knocking
opponents down left and right.

WANT ADS

Hill picked up a singles victol'Y
and then teamed up with Bull to
win their tenth doubles match of
the year.
Bull lost to Arizona's Dean
Pen:ero 6-1, and 11-9, while HHl
beat Mike Howard, 6-2, 6-1. Bull
and Hill won their doubles match
6-3, 3-6, 9-7.
Results of the match with Ari-

zona were: (UNM listed first)
Ted Russell def. by Bdan Cheney,
6-1, 9-7; Tony Bull def, by Dean
Penero, 6-1, 9-7; Van Hill def.
Mike Howard, 6-2, 6-1; Willie
Oropez def. by Jeti Brown, 6-1,
9-7; Billy Thompson de:f. by Eric
Evett, 6-1, 8-6; Doug MacCurdy
de:f. by Roger Pelton, 6-1, 6-3;
Bull-Hill def. Cheney-Penero, 6-3,
3-6, 9-7; Rob Jones-Russell def.
by Brown-Pelton, 4-6, 9-7, 11-9;
Oropez-Thompson de:f. by EvettJack Hardy, 9-7, 6-2.

Presents
FOR SALE

The Indian Movie

SPEND SUMMER FREE at a "iilu' .-anchero. Unimproved but picturesque ado'b.e
house,. artistic seU.in.g, with trnut lake.
No pay and no worl;c-turn -,.va,l:C'r on .and
off. Write Box 5011, Santa F.-. New HexRETAILERS ARE WAITING tc gi,;e ~-ou
ordcm iar EAST TOTEM: WEST posters..
Commission cqnals $10V.OD n we<'k for :w
hours.. Write EAST TO'fF~1 WE:>"'T, P.O.
Box 765. Mill Valley, Calif()~n:m !:4941 5,-S

1965 YAMAHA 305 ec. $599.00. Brand
new. 1300 mil!$. Call 255-6708 • • • as)t
for Sam.
l!lal CHRYSLER excellent condition. $100.
or wake offer. 242-1!873 after 6 p.m.
ADOBE WITH POOL. Near UNM. Compietcly reconditioned.. Move in and enjoy a :!oll summer of swimming and next
~inte!" you"'l: enioy the wanntb of the
firepiac-..t! and the ehnrm of the large
rooms. Price onlY $13,900. Call Ed Norris
265-8571 and e\~enings 255 ..6852. CairdNorris Realty.
1955 FORD 2 door Automatic 1'.ransmission.
GDod Running Condition1 ~195_ -344-8522.

HUM DONO

EDUCATION IS CHANGING. W<>~ld's
largest education 1irm bas de•·doped a
pr.ogram learning sy-...,;t:cm ar..d is now hirmg c.oUege stud.::~!~ for full tizr.e ~..nn~e!"
em~laym..ent:. ~o pr~ent this s)~tem to
vanous 'ndivtdual3 1n New Me~den and
West Texas.. In-rerffiW;i Stud-ents l)lcast:
call between II and 1 at. 26S-0020. 5~22..
SERYICES

SWlJI!¥ING I_'~T~r jmt plain
parties. Facilitie~ tnclade swim.miJJg

Bar-B-Q. "\·ol}ey ball cetc. -;.:
midnight. 10 to liOO persons. Life
Gnnds provided. Thunilerl>ird SwimGym, 24'1-9677.
TYPING Will edit crammer, spelling and
P.U!'ctuation.. Background includes advertising. Art. 1inanee. legal. and scienees.
Call 242-0694. 5/8
TYPING-Straight typing at 2S¢ per
page. 10~ copy. You furnish paper Call
26H4SL
dancing.

IRONING. gaclJelor bundles, mending
dreosmaking and alterations.. Reasonable'
2304 Blake SW. Phone 871-5282..
•
LOST AND FOUND
LOST< ONE LIGHT PLAID jacl<et. Education lOS between G:,tQ and 7 ·15 p m.
W «lncsday night. Please ,..,turn· to ~
and Found at Union or eall 243-6lll9. 5/9

I /'

EXICO

V•r'l
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I tJ '
~.3
?1,.-GI •

AT
7:15

(with Engli$h sub-titles}

Vol. 71

Wednesday, May 8~ 1968

Joan Baez ~~cert
Delayed by Fiesta

~~1TLW: OF

l\61EIS

Admission 75¢

SHOWN AT

8:5.!1

Tuesday, May 7- 7:00 PM- SUB Theatre

Fiesta Schedule

A dramatic view of fife in India
during a period of war and strife.

1968 YAMAHA YM-1 305oc Black. Excellent road machine -only 6,500 mil~. $550.
Call Sle,e, 255-ll1G2. o/8

'64 CORVETTE Sting Ray. 327 eu. ln.
3{!1! hp, AM-FM. 2 tops. Excellent con•

d1tion, one owner. 277-2938.
FORRENl'

NEW VARSITY HOUSE at !41 Columbia
SE. De]Ull;e fum. units-twin or double
beds. $115-120 including utilitim. 2423080.
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT near
UNH. Furnished. $75 per month. Call
Sam Cooper 265-8574 and eveniJlgll &lZ8280 Caird-Norris Realty. 5/9

Campus Talent Show

FOLK SINGER Joan Baez will appear at UNM on May 20th ·
Popejoy Hall. There has been· some controversy concerning th d ~n
of ~er appearance, as it was originally, intended to coincide wi~h ~=
arrival of the Poor People's March in Albuquerque on May 17th.

Popeioy Receives
U.S. Novy Aword

COLUMBIA
DIAMOND RINGS

How far does a nice girl
have to go to get a
Columbia Diamond Engagement
Ring

Wednesday, May 8
7:30p.m. S.U.B. Ballroom

JEWELERS
TERMS AVAILABLE
N{e ore across Menaul from Coronado Center)

NEW MEXICO LOBO

•I

Sponsored by UNM Program Directorate
and Fiesta Committee ·

(t

Why., to 6609 Menaul Bl"Vd. N .E.
of Course!

Wednesday Night Dance
will immediately follow the
Contest

Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

25c

Admission will cover both
the talent show & the dance

Retiring University President
Tom Popejoy received the Navy
Department's "meritorious public
service citation" Tuesday afternoon at the annual awards and
rev-iew ceremony of UNM's naval
ROTC unit.
On behalf of the Honorable
Paul R. Ignatius, Secretary of
the Navy, Rear Admiral R. A.
MacPherson presented the citation.
The citation award by Secretary of the United States Navy
Paul R. Ignatius reads:
"For more than twenty years
Dr. Popejoy, as president of the
University of New Mexico, has
rendered outstanding service to
the Navy. Through his leadership and guidance, he has insured
that the officers, staff, and students of the programs administered through the university
ROTC unit have received the
highest degree of cooperation and
respect within the university.
"President Popejoy has provided outstanding facilities for
the conduct of the Naval ROTC
program artd the Navy Enlisted
Scientific Education program,
and his full support of these pro·
grams has been of inestimable
value in securing and maintaining high regard for the programs
at the university.
"President Popejoy's leadership has been of incomparable
value to the Navy. As the Uni·
versity of New Mexico has attained its h,ighest enrollment in
history, an ever expanding e~
rollrrtent in the Naval ROTC umt
of high caliber young men has
followed."
II!RIIillllll!lmnnmnllllmllllnunmuMI!I!mllllll!llnlll¥11111mlhnnlullmlllllmmnftl

Bulletin
Governor George Romney of
Michigan will arrive at the Albuquerque Sunport this afternoon
at 5:45 p.m. to attend the Governor's eaucus to be held from
9:00 a.m. to noon on campus in
the Union tomorrow.
IRIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIRniiiiiHUII!IllllilllllliiiiiHmm11111\lmlllllllllftiiii\MIIIIIM
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'S'J YAMAHA, 180cc. Candy Apple Red,
3800 miles, $395 or best offer. Call 27~
-407!1, ask for AL 5/8
TWO BEDROOM ADOBE (UNM area).
It"s a world -or its -oyn t Ru.s.tic, charm...
ing. ~ 'Uith patios and garde~. you11 be
captn·.at.ea.. Beautiful fireplar:e, dining..
room. Mexiean til~ bathroom, perfect
for a COIUJie! $U,OOO, ca Bruce Caird
265-3571 or evenilms 247-8048 Caird·
Norris Rcaty. 5/9
·
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Our Sevenly-First Year of Editorial Freedom

Indo-American Association

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED
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Here May 9

McCarthy's Aide
To Visit Campus

One of Senat1>r Eugene McCarthy's closest advisors, Bruce
Gordon, a Spanish-speaking Negro, will visit Albuquerque Thursday, May 9, on a recruiting trip
into the Southwest,
Gordon will also use this occasion to discuss the meaning of
the Indiana primary with local
McCarthy supporters.
The basic purpose of Gordon's
visit to New Mexico is to recruit
Spanish-American McCarthy supporters to help in the campaign
in California. Gordon worked for
McCarthy in Indiana, went from
there to lay the groundwork for
the Nebraska effort and his next
stop will be Oregon.
The highlight of his visit to
New Mexico will be a meet-thepeople party at the home of UNM
English professor Joseph Frank
-4511 Royenne Avenue N.E. at
· 5:30 p.m., Thursday, May 9.

Monday, May 13:
Introduction of King and Queen Candidates at Greek
houses and dorms.
Wednesday, May 15:
~edne~day night dance in Union Ballroom-Western theme
P1e eatmg contest.
Thursday, May 16:
.
All school Bar BQ, 5 :30 p.m. at Mesa Vista dorm.
Talent show on Mall, 7:30p.m.
Campus serenade 10:00 p.m.
Friday, May 17 :
Roving mariachi band in Union at noon.
Western clothes day.
No jail and no water in fountain on Mall and no dance in
SUB.
Dance on Mall, 3 :30 p.m. two bands will be on opposite
ends of the Mall.
Midway, 7:00p.m., at Tingley Coliseum.
Weste1·n Dance, 9:00p.m., at Coliseum, featuring Bobby
Bare.
Coronation of King and Queen, 10:30 p.m., and announcement of beard growing contest winner.
Saturday, May 18:
Rodeo at Sheriff's Posse Grounds, 1 :00 p.:m.
"Association" Concert at University arena, 8:15p.m.

Stomp dance at University Football stadium, 10 :80 p.m.

Poll Workers Needed

U. Budget Election to Be Held Friday;
Ballot Boxes Will Replace Machines
Ballot boxes instead of automatic voting machines will be
used in Friday's special budget
election,
Barney
Paternoster,
Elections Committee member announced yesterday.
The polls will be open from
eight a.m. until five p.m. at Mesa
Vista Dormitory, Hokona Dorm,
Zimmerman Library, the Engineering Complex, and the Union.
Paternoster added that both student ID cards would be required

as identification.
Paternoster said that he was
still looking for poll workers. He
and Tony Olmi are taking applications over the phone at Union
extensions 4406 and 4016. He
said that he dobuted there would
be as large a turnout as last Friday's 2736 voters.
Elections Committee will meet
tonight at six to consider com·
plaints of election procedure in
last week's voting.

U. Students Get l-learsts
By REUBEN VALDEZ
Journalism students were ranked lOth in the nation after receiving cash awards in the William Randolph Hearst Foundation contest, announced Tony Hillerman, chairman of the UNM
journalism department.
:
Rated above students at ·such
schools as the University o:f :Minnesota, and Stanford University,
UNM journalism students .• received $1900 of the $50,000 o~er
ed. The University of Florida
won top honors in the nation:.
RECEIVING TOP awards for
the department was junior Pat
Lamb. He placed second in tlte
nation .for spo1·ts news,
Lamb received $450 fot a story
entered in the February competition. He also had a second effort
with another award-seventh in
the nation-for the January contest. Lamb received $100 for the
January story.
Junior nob Storey led off the
rush for awards, as he earned an
award in feature writing. Storey
won $100 in the national contest.
JUNIOR NOOLEY Reinheardt

DEPARTMENT CHAIRMAN TONY HILLERMAN
won nintl1 place for a controversial drug story published in The
Lobo under :former editor Chuck
Noland.
Senior Reuben Valdez, manag-

ing editor of The Lobo, received
12th place in the nation for an
interpretative news story about
the Albuque1·que District Court.
(Continued on Page 3)

Folk Oueen's Pion
Included March
With Poor People
By ALLEN BUCHANAN
Joan Baez, often referred to as
one women peace movement and
the. most prominent female singer m the iield of folk music will
be coming to Albuquerque 'May
20th.
She will appear in concert at
Popejoy Hall, 8:15 p.m., and will
be sponsored by the Students :for
Peace. 'Students' will receive 20
percent of the proceeds, o:f which
half will be presented to the Poor
People's March.
THE APPEARANCE of Miss
Baez was originally planned for
May 16th, corresponding to the
arl'ival of the Poor People's
March in Albuquerque. According
to Ma1:y Ali.nder, spokeswoman
for Students :for Peace, she would
have led the march into the city
and given her conce1:t on the
same night.
But due to the decision of...,.
newly :formed campus co-o:rdinating committee, Miss A1inder said,
the concert had to bo moved up.
It was thought for a time that

Miss Baez would not be able to
appear at all.
Mary Maxine, also speaking
for 'Students,' said the committee voted against the planned
May 16th concert because of a
Fiesta talent show scheduled on
the Ma1l for the same night. "We
offered to have the concert nt a
later hour so it wouldn't interfere," she said, "but they still
wouldn't allow it. It's difficult to
understand."
DURING the past year, Miss
Baez has been occupied with the
peace movement. (she was arrested with her mother and sister as
they tried to block an induction
center in Oakland California last
October), her California school
for non-violence, and writing a
book.
She was recently married to
David Harris, the former student
body president of Stanford University who is under indictment
for refusing induction into military service.
REVIEWS of her past appearances stress Miss Baez's natural
appearance on the stage. Ralph
Gleason said in the San Francisco Chronicle: "She is natural and
real, and the way she is on stage
is the way she is at breakfast."
"It is this utter reality," he
continued, "plus the glowing humanity of her personality, an,}-the remarkable gift for vocal communication she possesses, that
makes her appeal so incredibly
strong."
MISS BAEZ was born in staten Island, N.Y., on January 9,
1941, of foreign parents. Her
mother was the daughter of an
Episcopal minister and professor
of dramatic art who imigrated to
the United States. Her father was
born in Mexico, and is now in
Paris as a consultant for U.N.E.S.C.O.
She attended public school in
California, and after graduating
from high school she and her
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